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Introduction 
Managed service providers (SPs) face pressure to help enterprises meet critical 
requirements involving cloud capabilities that can support more dynamic 
needs, align usage by personas and user roles, and optimize the value and 
costs of all IT resources including noncloud environments. In achieving these 
goals, enterprises also expect managed SPs to support customer use of more 
types of cloud providers involving infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as 
a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) across the full life cycle of 
services from designing, developing, and deploying cloud capabilities to 
ongoing management. Managed SPs can meet these needs by utilizing a 
holistic set of management capabilities that incorporate intelligent 
technologies (e.g., cognitive, machine learning), which, ultimately, enable 
control over all aspects of a client's IT resources for any user located anywhere 
in the world. These capabilities are referred to as multicloud management. 

This IDC Technology Spotlight examines how multicloud management 
solutions can support managed SPs in meeting enterprise needs. As firms migrate to the cloud, they are looking to 
optimize the value of all their IT resources across both cloud and noncloud environments and an expanding set of diverse 
users to achieve their business and IT objectives.  

Definition of Managed Services for Multicloud Management 
IDC defines multicloud management, when used as part of providing managed services, as an engagement between 
customers and managed SPs that involves managing multiple clouds from different sources, a form of multisourcing.  
IDC identifies two fundamental types of these engagements: 

» Managing two or more clouds from different cloud providers. This engagement would involve a managed SP 
helping support multiple clouds from different cloud providers across IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS business models  
(e.g., AWS, Azure, GCP, IBM, Workday, and salesforce.com). 

Pressure to support enterprise use of different cloud options (public, private, hybrid), 
traditional IT, and multiple cloud providers across IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS requires  
managed service providers to implement robust multicloud management capabilities. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
» Enterprises are using a wide array of cloud 

resources to meet critical business 
objectives to be more agile, drive new 
revenues, and link IT with business 
performance. 

» The use of all these cloud resources creates 
complexities in managing them effectively. 

»Adopting multicloud management 
capabilities can enable effective 
governance to ensure control while 
supporting migration to and optimizing 
performance of all cloud resources. 

AT A GLANCE 
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» Managing enterprise private clouds and clouds from cloud providers (hybrid cloud). Combining an enterprise 
private cloud with a public cloud from a cloud service provider, which could also include noncloud technologies as 
part of a broader hybrid IT engagement, would be classified as a hybrid cloud engagement (private plus public). 
This type of engagement can also include managing more than one cloud from different cloud service providers 
(IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) in addition to supporting an enterprise private cloud (see Buyer Needs for Managed Multicloud 
Services for Delivering Multicloud Management Capabilities, IDC #US45946219, February 2020). 

Benefits 
Enterprises are looking to managed SPs to help support an increasingly disparate set of cloud and even noncloud (legacy) 
resources effectively via the provisioning of multicloud management capabilities as part of a managed service. To begin 
with, managed services for multicloud management can help companies achieve critical business objectives such as 
driving growth (entering new markets, launching new products/services), meeting financial targets (ROI, reducing costs), 
optimizing workforce productivity, and complying with regulations. Additionally, multicloud management as part of a 
managed service can enable enterprises to transform their IT to cloud capabilities through the use of continuous 
integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) and PaaS. This includes provisioning of an integrated life cycle of services from 
design, development, and deployment to ongoing management of cloud resources. 

Collectively, multicloud management can deliver services to an enterprise that can help optimize consumption of both 
cloud and noncloud resources as defined by individual user needs that span stakeholders from developers and IT 
departments to CFOs and CIOs. Further, multicloud management capabilities can ensure enterprises with access to any 
type of cloud (private, public, or hybrid) and platform provider (IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS), for any purpose, at any time, and for 
any location as aligned with business requirements. Ultimately, this integrated and extensive set of capabilities can 
enable managed SPs to help organizations meet critical key performance indicators (e.g., cost reductions, business 
outcomes) and service-level agreements (e.g., provisioning times, availability). 

Trends 
The managed cloud services market, according to IDC, is projected to grow at a five-year compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 15.3% to $101.2 billion worldwide by 2024. This market encompasses private cloud, public cloud, and hybrid 
cloud; it also includes hybrid IT (cloud and noncloud), which includes consuming cloud services from multiple sources 
involving enterprise IT and cloud service providers. 

IDC research highlights that enterprises are using managed cloud services from managed SPs to support their multicloud 
requirements. This includes utilizing multicloud management to help link IT with business performance and enable 
greater agility through stringent service-level agreements. According to IDC research, more than 30% of enterprises are 
looking to provision applications on a cloud within one week, and 10% want to do this within one day or less. Enterprises 
also expect managed SPs to incorporate advanced security (e.g., analytic techniques, sandboxing) coupled with predictive 
capabilities (e.g., vulnerability assessment) to ensure performance of enterprise IT assets and resources, both cloud and 
noncloud, and to meet industry and compliance requirements (see Managed CloudView 2018: Executive Summary,  
IDC #US44367318, October 2018). 
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Strategically, enterprises view the role of managed SPs as centered on supporting a firm's growth strategy (e.g., entering 
new markets, mergers and acquisitions) along with ensuring efficient infrastructure and optimizing application portfolios. 
Enterprises expect managed SPs to help integrate and manage across public clouds as well as provide services not offered 
by public cloud providers. They also look to managed SPs to enable replacement of legacy technologies, both applications 
and infrastructure, with private and/or public cloud options using a range of approaches (e.g., rehost/replatform/recode) in 
combination with innovative capabilities (e.g., DevOps, CI/CD, PaaS) that can improve coordination across IT and users, 
enhance security, and drive quality of user experience. This also must involve supporting a wide array of workloads  
(e.g., ERP, CRM, SCM) that utilize new technologies (e.g., containers/serverless, open source), platforms for cloud-native 
development (PaaS), and critical automation capabilities such as cognitive/artificial intelligence that can align IT with  
end-user roles and needs while linking IT with business processes. 

Additionally, enterprises rely on managed SPs to support their expanding ecosystem of cloud service providers.  
According to IDC's 2018 Worldwide Managed CloudView Survey, 64% of respondents expect to use five or more of these 
providers in the next three to five years. Enterprises also want managed SPs to provision critical competencies  
(e.g., enterprise applications, Internet of Things [IoT], blockchain, hybrid cloud cognitive/artificial intelligence, DevOps, 
analytics, infrastructure) on specified cloud provider platforms; support interoperability (linking/connecting) between 
public clouds and between public and private clouds; and help with portability of IT assets across clouds when confronted 
with issues such as customer need for improved quality of service, new capabilities, and lower costs. Further, as Figure 1 
highlights, IDC research shows that enterprises prioritize having a cloud management platform to manage across cloud 
assets and resources. 

FIGURE 1: Worldwide Enterprise Management Platform Priorities 
Q Please select the one type of management platform that you believe providers of managed 

cloud services need to utilize to ensure effective delivery of these services.  

 
n = 1,500 

Source: IDC's Worldwide Managed CloudView Survey, August 2018 
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Considering ServiceNow 
ServiceNow can support managed SPs in meeting buyer requirements for multicloud management capabilities with its 
Now Platform. The platform is designed to help enterprises achieve critical business objectives; adapt to dynamic 
markets; transform IT to digital capabilities; gain access to complete packaged applications in areas such as IT service 
management (ITSM), hardware asset management (HAM), software asset management (SAM), and IT operations 
management (ITOM); and achieve operational excellence while utilizing any cloud type for any user, business process, 
and industry requirement at any location. 

ServiceNow Differentiation 

ServiceNow can help managed SPs pursue market opportunities and create competitive advantage for their managed cloud 
services via the multicloud management capabilities provisioned by the Now Platform, which the company refers to as the 
"platform of platforms" for digital workflows. The Now Platform is able to do this through the following set of capabilities: 

» User-friendly services. The platform enables any type of user to easily configure and consume services based on 
the user's role/persona across IT and lines of business through a self-service portal or via API based on 
preapproved, policy-based, and security-compliant services. 

» Process optimization. ServiceNow enables platform users to integrate cloud services and resources across multiple 
providers and IT assets into seamless process workflows that users can tailor to specific use cases with the ability to 
segregate data, process, and administrative tasks by business entities and managed SP clients. 

» Operational agility. The Now Platform supports provisioning of cloud services for any type of provider or cloud 
capability and for any type of cloud, supported by self-service service catalog items and an orchestration platform 
that can request any cloud or application via API. 

» Single instance of the truth. ServiceNow's configuration management database (CMDB) provides a single system 
of record for IT. When used with the Now Platform's Service Mapping capabilities, it enables applications to be 
service aware and provides full visibility of infrastructure and services that ensures control of IT resources based on 
regulatory and security policies. 

» Predictive analytics. Analytics infuse all aspects of ServiceNow's platform utilizing different combinations of 
machine learning and artificial intelligence, which provides more proactive and predictive information and the 
ability to recommend how to optimize use of any cloud service for any need. 
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Figure 2 provides an integrated view of ServiceNow's assets and capabilities, which are designed to support managed SPs 
in delivering a user-friendly experience to enterprises. They are underpinned by capabilities that help ensure operational 
agility while optimizing performance of all IT resources. There is also a robust governance structure provisioned via the 
Now Platform. 

FIGURE 2: ServiceNow: The Now Platform 

 

Source: ServiceNow, 2020 

 

User Experience 

ServiceNow provides managed SPs with capabilities using the Now Platform that can support their enterprise clients with 
user-friendly services. The experience starts with an automated onboarding process covering multiple departments and 
lines of business that can be tailored to the needs of each group. The user experience is further enhanced by the Mobile 
Studio, which managed SPs can use to build and deploy secure, native mobile applications based on individual user 
requirements to ensure access to the Now Platform from any location. Further, managed SPs can leverage ServiceNow's 
Virtual Agent to provide users with a conversational experience powered by natural language understanding (NLU) to 
resolve issues faster with intelligent chatbots and the Virtual Agent Designer for rapid provisioning of conversations using 
just drag and drop. Collectively, these capabilities help managed SPs create an intuitive customer experience and can 
drive greater user productivity, deliver service provisioning efficiency, and provide insights into effectiveness of services 
while helping enterprises focus on their core competencies and most demanding requirements. 
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Operational Agility and Performance Optimization 

The Now Platform can assist managed SPs in ensuring agile operations and optimizing performance of all IT resources for 
enterprises. The platform's capabilities support modernizing IT to work in a cloud architecture, utilizing cloud resources 
that can be configured as required, driving efficiencies in operationalizing management of IT assets, and delegating 
consumption of services more granularly. 

» Modernizing IT. The Now Platform provides self-service catalogs to support developers with services for deploying 
DevOps and CI/CD capabilities that include access to required cloud provider DevOps templates (e.g., AWS, Azure, 
Google). ServiceNow's Managed Services Factory also helps consolidate bespoke toolchains and support 
modernizing legacy applications to help rapidly create intelligent cloud services. This feature is enhanced by 
ServiceNow's CMDB mapping capabilities that show the mix and relationship of applications, IT components, and 
cloud services, which are automatically updated as changes occur, resulting in service-aware capabilities. 

» Configuration of services. Managed SPs can support enterprises in configuring and provisioning cloud services 
based on specific needs via ServiceNow's self-service portal and personalized services catalog to help in areas such 
as ordering new services, making requests, or checking on incidents. The services catalog is accessible via API and 
integrates seamlessly with developer pipelines and infrastructure as code initiatives. Complementing this catalog 
are ServiceNow's Cloud Management Recipes, which are ready-to-use catalog items using sample templates for 
standardized cloud deployments and common scenarios across cloud platforms. 

» Operational management. Managed SPs can utilize ServiceNow's ITOM capabilities to support enterprises in 
achieving operational excellence. ITOM provides 24 x 7 monitoring and management of all IT resources, integration 
into external tools including those of enterprises and key vendors (e.g., Ansible, Puppet, Chef, Infoblox, CyberArk), 
and access to advanced automation for identifying and resolving service disruptions. ITOM also helps ensure 
scheduled and on-demand discovery of cloud services launched by cloud providers to provide near-real-time 
visibility into available resources. Additionally, managed SPs can use the Now Platform to facilitate the ability of an 
enterprise to identify and manage its hardware and software assets from procurement to retirement via the 
platform's HAM and SAM solutions, which include integration of SaaS offerings. 

» Secure domain services. ServiceNow's Domain Separation capabilities supply managed SPs with client data separation 
and the ability to have variations to the provider's standard processes when needed in one instance of ServiceNow.  
This enables the managed SP's teams to service thousands of clients simultaneously from one ServiceNow instance, 
making the provider's employees more productive. ServiceNow also can regionalize cloud instances to meet data 
residency requirements as well as locate data on-premises for clients that cannot use public clouds. 

These ServiceNow capabilities can assist managed SPs in developing more detailed and accurate RFPs during the presale 
process using ServiceNow's Discovery capabilities via the Now Platform's operations management functions. The 
platform can also help managed SPs support clients by accelerating migration to the cloud, optimizing user productivity, 
and enabling operational excellence and agility. Further, the platform can help extend the value of enterprise tools and 
technologies, thus optimizing ROI. 
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Governance 

ServiceNow helps managed SPs provision enterprises with robust governance capabilities to manage, measure, and 
ensure proper usage of all cloud and noncloud resources that span financial, compliance, and asset utilization 
requirements. With financial management, the Now Platform provides detailed information regarding users and usage, 
including ownership billing. It also offers guidance on minimizing costs while optimizing the value of services. 

In optimizing utilization of enterprise IT resources, ServiceNow's CMDB helps managed SPs provide enterprises with a 
complete catalog of all cloud assets and services, including those of the client and cloud service providers. The catalog 
includes technologies (e.g., containers, serverless technologies), platforms (e.g., Kubernetes, Docker, AWS Lambda), on-
premises virtualization solutions (e.g., VMware, Citrix), and traditional IT. The company's Content Library also helps 
managed SPs provide enterprises with visibility across the complete software asset estate from off-the-shelf software for 
purchased licenses and uninstalled software to blacklisted software and usage of SaaS vendors. 

When it comes to enterprise concerns with security and regulations, managed SPs can utilize the Now Platform to deliver 
audit management, policy and compliance management, vendor risk management, and security management where 
required. Using the CMDB, managed SPs can help enterprises apply central policy management to all cloud services 
based on common business rules, policies, and controls while helping extend security, incident, and management control 
over these same resources. 

Benefits of governance for managed SPs include helping clients reduce underutilization of assets and resources through 
alignment of the right resource for the right purpose. ServiceNow can also assist providers in minimizing costs for 
enterprises while optimizing investments by providing detailed cost analysis and correlation with IT usage. In addition, 
managed SPs can assure enterprises that use of all cloud and noncloud services and assets complies with policies. 

Challenges 

IDC research shows that enterprises looking to utilize managed services to support multicloud management capabilities 
face a wide array of challenges. Of paramount concern is cloud's inability to support the operational/performance 
requirements of critical applications and meet critical service-level agreements. Firms are also concerned about having 
access to the right security capabilities to prevent unwarranted disruptions. Further complicating enterprise adoption of 
managed cloud services for multicloud management is the fear of losing control over management of IT, which 
increasingly requires the use of more cloud providers and different types of cloud options. A related concern is not having 
access to innovative capabilities (e.g., CI/CD, containers, open source, cognitive). Further, enterprises expect to utilize 
managed cloud services to help simplify and standardize IT across applications and infrastructure, a potentially daunting 
challenge, while expanding use of more cloud resources from more cloud service providers. 

To help managed SPs assist their customers in overcoming these challenges while fulfilling business and IT objectives, 
technology providers such as ServiceNow need to offer a comprehensive set of multicloud management capabilities. 
These capabilities must support enterprises with easy-to-use consumption of cloud (and noncloud) resources; the ability 
to integrate and deliver across the life cycle of services from designing, developing, and testing applications and 
infrastructure to ongoing management and monitoring of these environments; and implementation of a robust 
governance structure for meeting financial, compliance, security, and asset utilization requirements. It is also critical that 
these capabilities be continuously updated and refined. 
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Conclusion 
To help managed SPs best serve their enterprise clients, multicloud management 
solution providers must meet a wide array of requirements. In addition to showing 
proof of success via customer testimonials, providers need to assure managed SPs 
that their solutions can: 

» Enable transformation and seamless service delivery. Multicloud management 
capabilities need to support modernizing and migrating IT to work in any type of 
cloud, utilizing DevOps and CI/CD methodologies, and ensuring integration across 
the life cycle of services for seamless provisioning of cloud and noncloud resources. 

» Support usage by personas and specific user needs. Aligning enterprise needs across all resources involving IT 
assets and cloud providers requires that multicloud management provide for granularity of consumption at the 
role-based/persona level, spanning every facet of business from IT and line of business to location and compliance. 

» Ensure optimization of resources and performance. Driving optimal performance of business operations for 
enterprises requires multicloud management to support robust financial, usage, and compliance governance along 
with monitoring and managing of IT resources using advanced automation and analytics. 

» Provide for enterprisewide control. Multicloud management capabilities need to deliver enterprisewide controls 
via a centralized knowledge-based system (e.g., cloud catalog) provisioned as a single instance of the truth to 
ensure consistency, optimization, and compliance in use of all cloud resources. 

» Support a comprehensive set of resources and innovation. Ensuring access to any resource or innovation requires 
multicloud management to support any type of IT, from noncloud to cloud, including those owned by enterprises 
and those provisioned by cloud service providers.  

In today's market, enterprise requirements in meeting critical business and IT objectives are focused on optimizing agility, 
minimizing costs, and meeting critical regulatory and compliance demands while aligning use of resources with individual 
user needs regardless of location. To help achieve these goals, enterprises are shifting to new service models for cloud 
capabilities. When using managed SPs to help govern these cloud capabilities, enterprises expect their service providers not 
only to help them achieve these objectives but also to help migrate IT to the cloud and to support a full array of IT resources 
that span enterprise IT assets, cloud capabilities, and multiple cloud service providers involving IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. 

Meeting these enterprise needs requires that managed SPs utilize an "intelligent" platform, often referred to as 
multicloud management. The capabilities of a multicloud management solution need to be comprehensive in supporting 
users of any type, provisioning capabilities across the full life cycle of services, and providing assurance of usage with 
robust governance frameworks. Using multicloud management can help a managed SP meet its client's strategic 
business and IT needs while helping the provider pursue new market opportunities and ensure competitive advantage. 

Enterprises view 
having a management 
platform to manage 
across cloud assets 
and resources as a 
priority. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

Why ServiceNow? 

ServiceNow would love to show you how we can supercharge your managed cloud business. The combination of our 
core service management and platform strengths with new cloud discovery, provisioning and governance capabilities 
make a great foundation to build a new or modernize an existing multi-cloud management platform. 

Creating your cloud-specific offerings on top of our multi-tenant "platform of platforms" accelerates your time to 
market because you significantly reduce the amount of code you must write and maintain to create your cloud 
platform toolset and integrations. You also then have best-in-class native capabilities to provide a great service 
experience to your clients (portal, mobile app, virtual agent, analytics). This also puts you in a great position to 
seamlessly integrate your services into your customers ServiceNow instance (a requirement we are seeing from more 
enterprises). 

For more information, visit servicenow.com  
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